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INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION

3. This project is primarily concerned with SE targets (OD A-1 and
C-1) and usually produces only operational information. The PDHUM
telephone tap maintained by WOMIC/40—lhowever, provided two dissemi-
nations -JIRDB-312/02966-76 L	 _J51881) and FIRDB-312/03207-76

1	 .352353) - for which grades have not yet been received.
Etonomic informationcrovidedp CATOMIC/79 was also contained in one
intelligence report 	 53798).

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS AND COMMENTS

4. Assets:

a. CATOMIC/5 was not met during this reporting period. He had been
terminated, but was recontacted in May and June 1976 to reevaluate his
operational potential. He continues to work for the same Soviet
company. In this capacity he can still report on this company's Soviet
personnel and on some Soviets at CAPAYOFF, but none of his contacts
are currently of operational interest. He can be recontacted by
telephoning him at home.

b. CATOMIC/6 continued to circulate throughout local foreign press
and diplomatic circles. Her efforts were highlighted by contacts with
a Czech female colleague, PDHUM and OZDRIVE. Six meetings were held
this quarter - all of them in cafes or restaurants in the Bonn area.
Emergency meetings can be initiated either by the agent calling on a
sterile line or the case officer using a public phone with the under-
standing they will be held at a prearranged site.

c. CATOMIC/19 has been an inactive asset since a sensitive operation
in which he was involved resulted in a serious flap. Because of his
previous service and unusual accomplishments for us, he is being "hand-
held" indefinitely. He continues, however, to bring up his complaints
against BKHERALD and our promise to intervene on his behalf with the
head of his country's government. During this quarter he has been met
about once a month, primarily to pay him his retainer, but also to
discuss with him his well-being and to keep him calm and satisfied.
Meetings are in a restaurant in Cologne. The arrangetents for meetings
are made by calling CATOMIC/19 at his home. He also has a sterile line
he can call.

d. CATOMIC/33 has been enlarging his contacts within the Soviet and
East European community. Two of his Soviet contacts aretitargetsH
and he has been tasked to provide assessment data on them. 	 e also
continues to have close relationships with representatives from most of
the Arab countries, except Syria. The unresolved security question
concerning his brother-in-law is being examined and it appears CATOMICt33
will be cooperative in helping to clear up this matter. He was met
9 times this quarter. Meetings were held in a safehouse, until it was
terminated in-mid-quarter, and thereafter in restaurants. Meetings are
either prearranged or are set by telephoning CATOMIC/33 at his office.
He can call on a sterile line to request an emergency meeting.

e. CATOMIC/36 has not been in contact with a Soviet since PDDILL
departed Bonn permanently, but he is trying to •contact a visiting East
European professor at his university. He was met two times during the
reporting period in restaurants in Bonn and his city of residence.
Meetings are arranged by telephoning CATOMIC/36 at home. The agent may
also request a meeting by calling on a sterile line.

f. In addition to maintaining the PDHUM telephone tap, CATDMIC/40
held a number of social contacts with both PDHUM and his wife, including
two shepping trips with PDHUM to assist him in selecting his wife's
fiftieth birthday present. CATOMIC/40 was met twelve timesduring the
quarter in an operational car, CATOMIC/40's POV or a restaurant.
Emergency or other unplanned meetings can be initiated either by the
agent calling in on an operational line or the case officer calling from
a public telephone and are held at a prearranged site.
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g. CATOMIC/41 continued to further his social relationship with the
PDHUM couple - frequently, but not always together with CATOMIC/40. At
the end of the quarter CATOMIC/41 agreed to undertake a special assign-
ment to establish contact with a visiting Yugoslav doctor believed to be
knowledgeable about President Tito's medical status.

h. CATOMIC/47 was met thirteen times during the quarter. All of
these meetings concerned a planned audio operation at a building the
SRV delegation had been interested in acquiring. An unidentified
German firm unexpectedly purchased the building, apparently ending his
involvement with the delegation and thus the operation as well. Meetings
are held either in the American Club or in the Agent's car, because
CATOMIC/47's Soviet and East European clients might see him with the
case officer in a local restaurant. Meetings are arranged by calling
the agent either at home or at his office. The agent has a sterile line
to use when he wishes to initiate contact with the case officer.

i. CATOMIC/52, who is mostly an inactive asset, has infrequent
social contact with the chief of the Soviet company for which CATOMIC/5
works. He was met twice during the quarter, in a Duesseldorf restaurant,
mainly to debrief him on this Soviet and the activities of the company,
but also just to keep in touch with him. He is contacted at home by
phone whenever a meeting is desired. He also has a sterile line to call.

j. CATOMIC/72 and CATOMIC/73 continue to occupy two apartments with
views of CAPAYOFF. Although the apartments have not been used operation-
ally during the quarter, the agents remain willing to make them avail-
able, provided their security and non-involvement is assured. They were
met once during the reporting period. Contact is established by
telephoning them at home. If they want to get in touch with their case
officer, they call a sterile line.

k. CATOMIC/74 was not met during this quarter, because he was on
home leave and his honeymoon. He has been encouraged to develop close
contact with his Soviet neighbor, but the information he has reported
on this individual suggests he is probably not a worthwhile target.
Meetings are arranged by calling CATOMIC/74 at his office.

1. CATOMIC/79 has reported in the past on Soviet trainees and
acceptance engineers assigned to his company, but there are presently
no Soviet personnel there. During this reporting period he provided
operational information on CAPAYOFF personnel who deal with his company
and the establishment of the Soviet Industry and Trade Chamber offices
in Duesseldorf. He also provided other economic information of possible
future intelligence value. CATOMIC/79 was met twice this quarter, in
restaurants in Duesseldorf. One of these meetings was completed in
CATOMIC/79's home. Meetings are arranged by calling CATOMIC/79 at home.
He also has a sterile line to call.

m. CATOMIC/81, who is the-wife of CATOMIC/36, was recruited to aid
CATOMIC/36 in his efforts to contact Soviet targets by serving as a
cut-out to pass on telephone messages to him when necessary. She is
not normally met, but was met once this quarter for turnover. Arrange-
ments for meeting her are essentially the same as those for CATOMIC/36.

n. CATOMIC/85 arranged two parties this quarter on behalf of his
company at which the case officer met several Soviet and East European
personnel. He also arranged a party for a departing CAPAYOFF represent-
ative at which the case 6fficer met a TDY Soviet official. Subsequent
developments with this official are reported inL.53283, et al.
There were no personal meetings with CATOMIC/85 during tills perioa: --
except at these three parties. He calls the case officer at his office
to invite him to parties. The case officer also calls CATOMIC/85 at
his office.

o. CATOMIC/86 provided operational information on PDSTEIN/l's
replacement and on PDSTEIN/2. With PDSTEIN/l's assistance, he also met
with a CAPAYOFF representative to discuss business opportunities.
Although the Soviet gave him the name and address of a Soviet official
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in Moscow, to contact, he must wait until he either receives a reply to
his letter, or is sure he is not going to get a reply, before recontact-
ing the CAPAYOFF representative. CATOMIC/86 was met three times during
the period, in restaurants in Unna. Meetings are arranged by calling
him at home or at his office. CATOMIC/86 also has a sterile line to
use, if he wishes to arrange a meeting.

p. During this period three meetings with CATOMIC/87 took place in
restaurants in the Bonn area. Meetings are arranged by telephone.
CATOMIC/87 had one extensive meeting witht,	_ISoviet target and was
able to provide further assessment data on this individual.

q. CABAFFLE/1 was last met in February 1976 byfl
This case is being reviewed to determine whether CA AFFLE/1 should be
recontacted. CAFISSION reporting indicates he is in contact with
Soviets having official business with CACRAFTY.

r. CASETTLE/1, a college classmate of the case officer, is now the
Deputy Director of Personnel at CACRAFTY. Contact with CASETTLE/1 was
reestablished during this quarter to continue cultivating him.

s. HUFENCE/7 arrived in Bonn in November and established contact
with his case officer by calling on a sterilfline. Arrangements were
made to meet him for the first time in December 1976.
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